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        Leader of restive Moldovan region returns from second visit to Russia    

    
        
                            
                    
                        This content was published on                    
                    
                        Apr 10, 2024                    
                
                        
                By Alexander Tanas CHISINAU (Reuters) – The leader of Moldova’s minority Gagauzia region, at odds with the ex-Soviet state’s central authorities over her pro-Moscow sympathies, returned on Wednesday from her second trip to Russia in a month with promises of Kremlin assistance. “The main thing is I have returned with good news,” Eugenia Gutul, elected…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: Leader of restive Moldovan region returns from second visit to Russia        
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        Germany’s Lufthansa suspends flights to and from Tehran amid Middle East crisis    
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                BERLIN (Reuters) – Germany’s Lufthansa said on Wednesday it suspended flights to and from Tehran from April 6 until probably April 11, “due to the current situation in the Middle East”. Countries in the region and the United States have been on high alert and preparing for a possible attack by Iran in response to…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: Germany’s Lufthansa suspends flights to and from Tehran amid Middle East crisis        
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        Nearly half of UK companies still plan price increases, survey shows    
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                LONDON (Reuters) – Almost half British firms plan to raise their prices over the coming year as they struggle with high wage bills, according to a survey that underscored why the Bank of England is cautious about cutting interest rates. The British Chambers of Commerce said 46% of its member companies expected to raise prices…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: Nearly half of UK companies still plan price increases, survey shows        
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        S&P 500 Hit by Fed-Pivot Rethink and War Jitters: Markets Wrap    
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                (Bloomberg) — Wall Street traders sent stocks and bonds sliding after another hot inflation report signaled the Federal Reserve will be in no rush to cut rates this year. Oil climbed as geopolitical jitters resurfaced. Equities extended their April losses, with the S&P 500 down about 1% as the consumer price index beat forecasts for…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: S&P 500 Hit by Fed-Pivot Rethink and War Jitters: Markets Wrap        
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        Stocks sink, yields jump as hot US inflation dims hopes for rate cuts    
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                (Refiles to remove extra words in quotes and speaker attribution in paragraphs 5 and 6) By Sinéad Carew and Alun John NEW YORK/LONDON (Reuters) -Treasury yields surged while equity indexes sank on Wednesday after data showed U.S. consumer prices rose more than expected in March, eroding hopes for how much and how soon the Federal…            
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        Trump thinks it’s not appropriate to visit Ukraine as presidential candidate    
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                By Kanishka Singh WASHINGTON (Reuters) – Republican presidential candidate Donald Trump thinks it is not appropriate for him to visit Ukraine right now since he does not hold office, his campaign said on Wednesday after President Volodymyr Zelenskiy urged him to come. Zelenskiy, in an interview with Axel Springer media outlets published on Tuesday, asked…            
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        Knife attack in Bordeaux, France, kills one, says government source    
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                PARIS (Reuters) -A man armed with a knife fatally stabbed one person and wounded another on Wednesday in the French southwestern city of Bordeaux, a government source briefed on the attack said. The attacker was killed by police. Police do not initially think the attack was terrorism-related, BFM TV reported. The Bordeaux prosecutor’s office did…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: Knife attack in Bordeaux, France, kills one, says government source        
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        Biden, Japan’s Kishida forge new partnership, eyeing China and Russia    
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                By Trevor Hunnicutt and Steve Holland WASHINGTON (Reuters) – U.S. President Joe Biden and Japanese Prime Minister Fumio Kishida on Wednesday unveiled plans for military cooperation and projects ranging from missiles to moon landings, strengthening their alliance with an eye on countering China and Russia. A joint news conference at the White House reflected the…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: Biden, Japan’s Kishida forge new partnership, eyeing China and Russia        
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        Three sons of Hamas leader Haniyeh killed in Israeli airstrike    
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                By Nidal al-Mughrabi CAIRO (Reuters) -Three sons of Hamas leader Ismail Haniyeh were killed in an Israeli airstrike in the Gaza Strip on Wednesday, the Palestinian Islamist group and Haniyeh’s family said. The Israeli military confirmed carrying out the attack, describing the three sons as operatives in the Hamas armed wing. The three sons –…            
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        Britain announces Indo-Pacific military exercises with US, Japan    
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                LONDON (Reuters) – Britain will hold regular joint military exercises in the Indo-Pacific with the United States and Japan from 2025, seeking to boost security in the region, the British Ministry of Defence said on Wednesday. “Conducting joint exercises sends a strong message to anyone who would seek to undermine the rules-based international order –…            
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        Biden considering Australia request to drop Julian Assange prosecution    
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                By Trevor Hunnicutt and Kanishka Singh WASHINGTON (Reuters) -President Joe Biden on Wednesday said he was considering Australia’s request to drop the prosecution of WikiLeaks founder Julian Assange, who had released troves of confidential U.S. classified documents and is battling extradition to the United States. Australian Prime Minister Anthony Albanese, who has long expressed opposition…            
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        With eyes on China, US and Japan vow new security collaboration    
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                WASHINGTON (Reuters) – U.S. President Joe Biden and Japanese Prime Minister Fumio Kishida promised a “new era” of U.S.-Japan strategic cooperation on Wednesday, laying out a series of projects from co-development of missiles to manned moon landings, while condemning China’s escalatory behavior in the region. In a joint statement from a Washington summit, the two…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: With eyes on China, US and Japan vow new security collaboration        
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        Russian missile attack kills four in Odesa district, governor says    
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                (Reuters) – An early evening Russian missile attack killed four people on Wednesday, including a 10-year-old girl, and injured seven in Odesa district in southern Ukraine, the regional governor said. Oleh Kiper, writing on the Telegram messaging app, said one of the injured was in serious condition after having his legs amputated. Emergency teams were…            
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        At least one injured at oilseeds plant explosion in southern France    
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                PARIS (Reuters) – At least one person was critically injured on Wednesday in an explosion followed by a fire at a plant in southern France belonging to oilseeds processor Saipol, the local prefecture said in a statement. The incident took place at 1500 GMT in the biodiesel part of Saipol’s industrial site in the port…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: At least one injured at oilseeds plant explosion in southern France        
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        Russians flee ‘very unusual’ floods in boats clutching valuables, food, pets    
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                ORENBURG, Russia (Reuters) – Residents of the flood-stricken Russian city of Orenburg arrived at evacuation points on Wednesday by inflatable boat, carrying whatever they could grab from their homes in small bags. One elderly woman in a life-jacket clutched a terrified-looking cat as she descended from a boat onto dry land. “There was no water…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: Russians flee ‘very unusual’ floods in boats clutching valuables, food, pets        
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        Triple-murder, suicide in Spain blamed on gender-based violence    
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                MADRID (Reuters) – Spanish police have discovered the bodies of a woman, her husband and their two young children in what authorities believe was a disturbing new case of gender-based violence, allegedly committed by the husband before taking his own life. Although the government was still collecting all the pieces of information about the “terrible”…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: Triple-murder, suicide in Spain blamed on gender-based violence        
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        EU lawmakers adopt law to hit fossil fuel imports with methane emissions limit    
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                BRUSSELS (Reuters) – European Union lawmakers on Wednesday adopted a law to place methane emission limits on Europe’s oil and gas imports from 2030, pressuring international suppliers to clamp down on leaks of the potent greenhouse gas. Methane, the main component of natural gas, is the second-biggest cause of climate change after carbon dioxide and…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: EU lawmakers adopt law to hit fossil fuel imports with methane emissions limit        
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        Three people killed in Russian air attacks on Ukraine’s Kharkiv region    
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                (Reuters) – Russian air strikes on Ukraine’s northeastern Kharkiv region on Wednesday afternoon hit a clinic and a pharmacy, killing at least three people, a local official said. Kharkiv and the surrounding region have long been targeted by Russian attacks but the strikes have become more intense over recent weeks, hitting civilian and energy infrastructure.…            
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        Scottish police receive thousands of reports after new hate crime law    
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                LONDON (Reuters) – Scottish police said on Wednesday they had received more than 7,000 online reports of offences in the first week since the introduction of a new hate crime law that opponents say could curb free speech and waste police time. The law, brought in by a devolved government controlled by the centre-left pro-independence…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: Scottish police receive thousands of reports after new hate crime law        
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        Yemen’s Houthis target four vessels in Gulf of Aden, spokesman says    
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                CAIRO (Reuters) -Yemen’s Houthis said on Wednesday they targeted four vessels, including what they described as a U.S. warship, with drones and naval missiles in the Gulf of Aden, part of their stated campaign of solidarity with Palestinians in Gaza. The Iran-aligned group attacked “MSC Darwin ship, MSC GINA, MV Yorktown” along with the U.S.…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: Yemen’s Houthis target four vessels in Gulf of Aden, spokesman says        
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